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Looking over the bow of Boomerang towards the 

entrance of Bantry Bay.  

Photograph by Marilyn Jones 
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Cover picture 

Boomerang, an Edwardian gentleman’s schooner is 

maintained by Sydney Heritage Fleet for use by 

members. 

Boomerang, originally named Bona, was built in 1903 for 

Mr C Wallace, by Holmes of Lavender Bay, Sydney.  She 

was designed by the noted naval architect Walter Reeks 

who also designed ferries for the Balmain Ferry 

Company. 

In 1915 she was sold to Mr H B Howard-Smith, from 

whom Mr Charles Lloyd-Jones purchased her in 1927.  In 

1929 Mr Frank Albert acquired her and he was owner until the Albert family 

presented her to the Sydney Heritage Fleet in October 1987. 

Boomerang is built of hardwood frames, with kauri decks and deck beams and is 

copper fastened throughout.  In 1927 she was described as Australia’s largest 

yacht.  However, she has not carried sail since the early 1930s and is now driven 

under engine power only. 

The yacht has comfortable accommodation, with the saloon and owner’s cabin 

being particularly attractive.  In her many years Boomerang has carried some 

illustrious guests and vice-regal parties. 

Under her various owners, Boomerang has cruised considerably in Australian 

waters and has been a familiar sight on Sydney Harbour for 100 years. 

The Fleet takes the opportunity of sailing Boomerang in public events held on 

Sydney Harbour in order to continue to display the vessel to enthusiastic 

spectators. 

Statistics: 

Overall Length,  29.28m, 

Beam,  5.15m, 

Main Topmast, 21.6m,   Main Mast,  16m, Foremast  15m, 

Draft 2.6m 

Displacement 89.7 tonnes (lightship) 

Propulsion Single Screw Diesel (right handed) 

Engine Gardner 6LX – 107 kW 

Fuel Capacity 2 x 568 litres 

Presidents ReportPresidents Report  

  Ross McLeanRoss McLean  

For January’s meeting, Sally Ostlund gave a presen-
tation on Mystic Seaport, located in the New Eng-
land area of the U.S.A. in Connecticut. 

Those who attended found the talk informative and interesting, 
with a great deal of interest in the artefacts Sally and I brought 
along for display.  Mind you, preparing the slide show for Sally al-
most caused a divorce, but not being actually married, we managed 
to avoid that disaster. Finally on the night, the actual slide show 
itself misbehaved so I had to re-save it and fortunately quickly got 
it up and running again. 

Also scheduled for January was a meeting of ‘stake holders’ con-
cerning the Classic & Wooden Boat Festival, hosted by the National 
Maritime Museum.  Attending the meeting were representatives 
from Sydney Amateurs Sailing Club, The Halverson Club, the Rep-
lica 18 Foot Skiffs, Afloat Magazine, the Sydney Heritage Fleet, 
Wooden Boat Assoc. of N.S.W. and several others.  Many there felt 
that if the ANMM could organise the dockage, we could fill it with 
boats. The ANMM agreed that if they could get groups such as 
‘destination N.S.W.’ onboard, we could watch the festival gradually 
grow to eclipse the Hobart festival. It would take time, and the Syd-
ney festival would need to be regular, and constant in timetable.  

The WBA was represented by 3 personnel, Peter Gossell, Alan Stan-
nard, and myself.  Peter brought a different perspective to the table 
in the form of a good historical memory of festivals in the past.  
Peter was able to argue very forcefully on our behalf using his 
unique insight.  Even the Halvorsen representives had to agree with 
his logic on more than one occasion. 

After several hours of passionate discussion, it was generally agreed 
by those with boats, that the festival should be just that, not an 
event, and that it should also expand into Cockle Bay, making use 
of the existing marina.  The ANMM will get back to us after discus-
sions with their ‘stake holders’ and officials. 

This month, we had the Bantry Bay Raft Up, which was attended by 
nine boats from WBA, plus two Sydney Heritage Fleet vessels, Boo-
merang, and Protex and Peter Webb of Afloat fame with his boat 
with several guests.  Sally and I travelled on Boomerang, she as 
crew, with me as a paying passenger.  It was a bit of an ask for my 
poor ol’ left leg though, as I’d had an arthroscopy on the knee just 
the Tuesday before, but, with the use of a walking stick, managed 
to last the day somehow.  Aboard Boomerang, were 30 people, and 
on Protex just three. 

Alan Stannard skippered Protex to Bantry Bay early in the morning, 
so that he and his crew could get the place ready and clean the site.  
Many thanks to Alan for that, as it was a job well done.  Alan also 
transported a bbq, tables and chairs on Protex for general use by 
all, and I thank him for that also.  Once the fleet people had pre-
pared their meals, the bbq was made available to everyone else, so 
that before long there was a small crowd tucking into their meals, 
with a lot of mixing of Heritage Fleet and Wooden Boat folk. The 
atmosphere was so positive, many of those there, suggested we do 
this more often, and I agree. My thanks to the Heritage Fleet, and 
all members of the WBA who attended. 

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s 

only.   The Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at 

such forums.   Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility 

of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather.   Such 

risks will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees 

whether to commence or continue any particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers. 

Printed by Power Colour Pty Ltd, 106 Grose Street, Parramatta   NSW  2150   A.B.N.  58 066 215 021 

Scan the QR code to go the WBA of NSW Inc. on 

the web and follow the links to Scuttlebutt, Hal 

Harpur Award and more useful information 

Don't ever become good at anything you 
don't love to do 

New Member 

A welcome to our latest member, Rob MacQueen of Pendle Hill 

who has a circa 1940, 17½ foot clinker putt putt.  
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The weekend at Bantry Bay was most enjoyable and it was 

good to see some new starters attending.   It is good to 

have these weekends back in the program particularly when 

nine boats turn up.  Hopefully there will be more outings 

like this.  (This will become a regular event on our calendar) 

Alan Stannard arrived with the Protex at about 1000, to  unload a 
BBQ, tables and chairs enabling everyone to tuck in to a good 
lunch.  The weather was kind for us.  Some members arrived 
Thursday, more on Friday and Saturday. 

Quite unplanned, we were visited by Suzy Bekkedahl and Peter 
Webb in their vessel Afloat for a short 
period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Bantry Bay Weekend 

Alan Stannard tucks into lunch 
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The Protex motors home 

A delightful photo of Alan & Marilyn Jone’s vessel 

LATE EDITION 

Scuttlebutt is late this month 
due to the original file being 
‘lost’ somewhere in the clouds 
while in transit between the 

editor’s office and the printer. 

Some additions/revisions have 
been carried out subsequent to 
announcements made at the 
general meeting on Tuesday 

11th March. 

We will endeavour to correct 

the process 

DID YOU KNOW? 

The Wooden Boat Association of NSW 

carries insurance with QBE Commercial 

through our brokers Tudor Insurance 

Australia Pty Ltd to cover us for those 

unplanned mishaps that may 

eventuate both on water and on land.  

Our annual premium is $1,419 

including a Fire Levy and GST.   
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Remains of one of the many slipways 

Dick Branson rows behind the Protex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bantry Bay Explosives Magazine Complex is managed by the NSW 

National Parks and Wildlife Service.  The Complex occupies an area of 

around 14 hectares on both the eastern and western shores of the bay and 

consists of numerous buildings, seawalls, tram lines, wharves, slipways, 

tracks, dams, and other above-surface remains as well as a number of 

archaeological sites.  It is an important but little known part of the cultural, 

and natural, heritage of Sydney.  

Bantry Bay is part of the traditional lands of the Guringai/Gai-Mariagal 

Aboriginal people. The Guringai/Gai-Mariagal people made extensive use of 

the area for tens of thousands of years prior to the arrival of European 

settlers. Numerous rock engraving sites and shell middens, some dated to at 

least 4,600 years old, can still be seen in the area today as tangible evidence 

of this Aboriginal past.  It is likely that Aboriginal people continued to use 

the area for fishing and shellfish collecting until they were gradually 

dispossessed by European settlement and disease.  

European use of this area in the early 1800s initially focussed on lime 

burning, fishing, oyster gathering and wood cutting. The pioneer of the area, 

Constable and Crown Lands Ranger James French (after whom Frenchs 

Forest is named), started the first local timber industry around 1856. He 

located his sawmill on the hill above Bantry Bay, and made a track for his 

bullock team to drag the wood down to a wharf, from where it was shipped 

to Sydney. This “Old Bullock Track” remains today, with cobbles, culverts and 

the remains of a stone bridge visible amongst the bushland.  

 Sydneysiders started seeking daytrips away from the growing city 

congestion. By the start of the 1900s Bantry Bay had been turned into a 

popular “pleasure ground” - complete with dance hall, picnic ground, a 

dining room, and several summer houses. Operated by John Dunbar Nelson, 

of the Balmain New Ferry Company, the area was promoted as a secluded, 

scenic and romantic retreat for the residents of an increasingly urban 

Sydney. The stone footings of the dancehall can be seen today between the 

jetty and the slipway on the bay’s eastern shore.  

Seclusion was also a major reason for the bay’s new use as a Government 

operated Explosives Magazine. In 1906 the site was chosen for this purpose 

because of its isolation, cheap land and the belief that the U-shape of the 

valley would help contain and divert any accidental explosions. WWI 

accelerated construction of the facility so that by 1915 the site was ready to 

store up to 50 tonnes of explosives.  

The Magazines were operated on a commercial basis by the State 

Government and used chiefly for the receiving, storage and distribution of 

explosives used for civil and commercial purposes.  The Bantry Bay 

Explosives Magazines played an important role in supplying explosives for 

major 1930s public works – including building of the Sydney Harbour 

Bridge, underground tunnels and railways in the City, and the Newcastle 

Highway – as well as in serving an expanding mining industry.  

During WWII the Magazine Complex was operated by the Allied Forces 

during the War in the Pacific. The complex comprised various magazines 

where the explosives were received, sorted and stored as well as an office, 

two jetties, numerous sheds, and testing laboratories. Up to 18 men were 

regularly employed there, but until residential buildings were constructed on 

the eastern side of the bay in the mid 1940s, officers had their quarters on 

the hulk “The Alacrity”’ moored nearby.  

Over the years after WWII increasing funds had to be allocated to repair and 

maintenance of the facility and, as revenues started falling at the same time, 

the future of the complex began to look grim. The final straw was changing 

technology - which led to transportation of explosives by train rather than 

water - and by May 1974 the Explosives Magazines were officially closed.  
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THE CAIRNS REPORT 
from Chris Dicker 

 

 

 

SAILING 

IN AID OF 

BREAST CANCER 

RESEARCH 
 

 

For sale or free to a good home, one pair of brand new size ten thongs. 

I am sitting in front of a blank screen trying to think of something to write 

that won't sound stupid.  I cannot explain the drinking turps business nor 

can I explain the time that I was in a bit of a rush to join the three planks of 

a teak table together with dowels and glue.  I had taken a lot of trouble to 

straighten the edges with a very long jack plane and centre the dowel 

holes with a jig.  There were three boards so lots of holes and I was 

thinking myself pretty swish.  I had 4 sash clamps ready and the job was all 

glued for joining.  The same chap who had drunk the turps had put dowels 

in every hole!!  Too many dowels and not enough holes. 

I was a very good truck driver though. 

One of the things you sacrifice when you sail off is that you can never be a 

'local', you can never belong anywhere.  It is hard to believe that we have 

been in Cairns for almost four years except for the odd trip to Tasmania 

and PNG.   I suppose we will stay here until it doesn’t feel right any more.  

We have adapted well to the climate and this with no air conditioner as 

most of the other live  aboards have.  The wet was late coming this year 

but we are more than happy that it did come as it is this rain that makes 

the tropics what it is.  A brief and typical summery of our weather: 

yesterday was fine enough to paint, at about nine pm it began to rain, at 7 

am it stopped and the rain gauge showed 75 mm.  Today has been mostly 

cloudy but fine, 31 degrees and ninety percent humidity. 

 One of the highlights of the sailing year, especially where we are north of 

Cairns is the annual fun race to raise money for breast cancer research.  

This year they had 31 starters and 200 people. The wind was from the 

north, which is a bit unusual and a few boats ran aground tacking up the 

narrow channel where they would normally have the wind behind them.  

The helmsperson must be female or look like a female.  Westwind had a 

crew of 8 and all four females had a swing on the tiller.  Apart from the fact 

that they all came off boats that had steering wheels they were far too 

cautious and polite so we got robbed of our precious windward progress 

by overtaking bullies and we muffed a critical tack as the helmsperson 

thought we were too close to an island. I mean, honestly, if the owner of 

the boat tells you to stand on, you should stand ON.  We got into irons as 

we did not have enough speed to get us through the wind, by now we 

really were close to the rocks, I calmly worked my way through arms and 

legs and stated the engine just to get us onto the other tack and made 

everyone sign the pledge of secrecy.  Later we found that about 80% of 

boats motor sail around the windward mark.  Please keep this under your 

hat.  One cat, which passed us in fine style and hard on the wind was 

found to have motor sailed around the whole course.  This was suggested 

to the committee and the boat was disqualified.  The perpetrators put on a 

big sulk and did not even show for the presentation.  Now that is 

sportsmanship. 

We have no idea where we came in the race but there were a lot of boats 

behind us and a lot of boats in front and we had some great tack and tack 

tussles, a lot 

of money was 

raised and we 

had fun. 

We also won a 

pair of size ten 

thongs. 

 

If you can't find the time to do it right, 
where will you find the time to do it over? 

promoted to cabin boy 

Well ahead but who cares 

Receiving our prize 
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BUY SWAP and SELLBUY SWAP and SELLBUY SWAP and SELL   
WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of 
charge if the member’s name and phone no.  appear.   
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum 
25 words).  $30 with a picture.   Ads will run for two 
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.   
Submissions close on the 21st of each month 
NOTE:  Items for free, No Charge.   Contact the Editor, 
see page 2 for details. 

WANTED 
Putt putt wanted to restore, any condition.  
Size from 14ft to 20ft maximum. 

Talk to me on 02 4369 7687 or 
e m a i l  :  b r a e n g @ i h u g . c o m . a u 

FOR SALE 

Brand new hand built 2.4 metre glued clinker 
dinghy.  Design of well known Sydney boat 
builder Ian Smith.  Marine ply, Hoop Pine, 
Douglas Fir and Pacific Maple trim.  Coated 
with 2 coats of epoxy and 5 coats of Norglass 
Weatherfast. 

Ideal, easily rowed tender for your modern or 
classic wooden boat; or for fishing in enclosed 
waters; or just messing around in boats with 
the kids or grandkids.  Includes oars and 
rowlocks or add your 2 HP outboard. Car 
topable. 

Price $1500 ono.   Chris Bell 0410 340 542 

FOR SALE 
Timber Folkboat 1970 26ft. Stella.  

Professionally built & in good condition.  
Jarrah/Oregon Hull.  Top sides recently 
stripped, faired & repainted by shipwright. 
Yanmar  15hp.  Gearbox not working.  Moored 
@ Pittwater with dingy & dingy storage.  As is 
where is... $7,500.00. 

Phone Warren on 0414 278 679 

FOR SALE  from WBA Victoria 

Built by Harry Clark of Newport Vic early 1960s. 
18ft carvel Fishing boat of Meranti hardwood 
(so as to be kept out of water for long periods) 
and Bluegum ribs 

Twin cylinder Winsconsin Aircooled 14HP 
engine in good condition, very reliable 
Boat very solid and beamy and handles all 
weather conditions easily 

$18,000 on trailer 

Cliff Elliot        0411 895 019 

FOR SALE 
Factory clear-out. Various timbers ideal for 

wooden boat building including 1.363 m well-

seasoned Alaskan Yellow Cedar – $12,000 ONO. 

Contact Hugh Jones, 02 9742 3166 

or jones@tech2u.com.au 

FOR SALE 

Reluctantly decided to sell my 27’ Tumlaren 

“Svalan”, as I have my eye on a smaller timber 

boat.  Designer: Knud Reimers (Sweden), built 

1949 Tuncurry NSW by Alf Jahnsson, brown 

beech timbers; white beech coach house; 

spotted gum decks; Oregon spars 

Mast stepped and coated with Coelan 5yrs ago, 

still looks new, hull recently stripped and 

painted, newly antifouled, new toerails, new 

deck paint, new dynel on coach house roof and 

after deck, pintels refurbished,  new genoa, 

fairly new main. Jib, storm jib and spinnaker 

available. 

·         8hp outboard available separately 

·         full history available 

Asking $11,000.  Jim Rist  0417 268 952 

Based on a series of highly 

popular articles written for 

Classic Boat Magazine, this 

witty collection recalls some of 

the incidents the author has 

survived in over half a century 

of messing about in boats.   

Most sailors will find something 

to relate to in these escapades 

from around the world and they 

will bring a wry smile to any 

boaters’ lips.   The author’s 

wonderfully witty cartoons help 

bring these anecdotes to life.   All 

these stories are true, so WBA 

member Alan that his architectural 

clients do not think they are 

entrusting their work to a seagoing 

Mr Bean.   Copies are available from 

Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 

or less on Amazon.   WBA members 

can get copies from Alan at 

meetings for $20. 

mailto:braeng@ihug.com.au
mailto:jones@tech2u.com.au
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——   ——   O N  T H E  H O R I Z O N  O N  T H E  H O R I Z O N  ——   ——   
THIS YEAR 2014 

March 6-9 Royal Geelong Yacht Club’s Wooden Boat Festival 
March 11 WBA Meeting - our member, Peter Smith, “Four hundred years of timber on the European canals” 
March 22-23 Classic Yacht Regatta, Pittwater Festival, RMYC,  
April 8 WBA meeting - Guest speaker—Grant Holmes, ‘Building a house of dreams’ 
April 19-20 Lake Macquarie Classic Boatfest, Toronto.  http://www.classicboatfest.com.au 
May 13 WBA meeting - Guest Speaker, John Wood, ‘Formation of the WBA of NSW’. 
June 10 WBA meeting - Guest Speaker, Kevin Isle, winner of 2013 Hal Harpur Award 

‘Why, Where & How of the making of Janine Anne’ 
July 8 WBA Meeting - Hugh Lander, Public Affairs Manager, Sydney Heritage Fleet, 
    ‘Sydney Heritage Fleet – Sydney’s Best Kept Secret’ 
August 12 WBA meeting – Guest speakers, Betty & Peter Gossell  
   ‘Adventures in Paradise’ aboard the Barquentine CALIFORNIA 
September 9 WBA Meeting 
October 14 WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker & member, Peter Widders, 
   “Red King's Voyage: The building of a 19' strip-planked sea kayak” 
November 11 WBA Annual General Meeting 
December End of year dinner & Hal Harpur Award presentation 
NEXT YEAR 2015 

Interesting,  
Ken Travers sent me this picture.  It seems he has been storing it  while 

contemplating what to make from it! 

Ercol, is a British quality furniture manufacturing   business founded in 1920 by a 

young Italian immigrant, Lucian Ercolani, whose simple goal was to make furniture 

that was well designed and made in a good working environment by craftsmen who 

really took pride in their jobs. 

Dutch elm disease devastated elms throughout Europe and much of North America 

in the second half of the 20th century.  Owing to its geographical isolation and 

effective quarantine enforcement, Australia has so far remained unaffected by Dutch 

Elm Disease, as have the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia in western 

Canada. 

Dutch Elm Disease is caused by a micro-fungus transmitted by two species of elm-

bark beetle which act as vectors.  The disease affects all species of elm native to 

North America and Europe, but many Asiatic species have evolved anti-fungal genes 

and are resistant.  Fungal spores are introduced into wounds in the tree caused by 

the beetles. 

Elm wood was valued for its interlocking grain, and consequent resistance to 

splitting, with significant uses in wagon wheel hubs, chair seats and coffins.  The 

elm's wood bends well and distorts easily making it quite pliant.  The often long, 

straight, trunks were favoured as a source of timber for keels in ship construction.  

Elm is also prized by bowyers; of the ancient bows found in Europe, a large portion 

of them are elm.  During the Middle Ages elm was also used to make longbows. 

The density of elm wood varies between species, but averages around 560 kg per cubic metre. 

Elm wood is also resistant to decay when permanently wet, and hollowed trunks were widely used as water pipes during the medieval period in Europe. 

Elm was also used as piers in the construction of the original London Bridge.  However this resistance to decay in water does not extend to ground 

contact. 

Our immediate past president, Alan Stannard has recently accepted a position as Patron of the Mid North Coast Maritime Museum.   

Alan spent his childhood “messing around in boats” growing up in Balmain East on the waterfront adjacent to Goat Island.  In those 

days Sydney Harbour was a working harbour and he recalls there was always plenty of building material on the waterfront that had 

fallen from ships or building sites.  As a youngster he built watercraft of all descriptions from anything that literally floated past his 

house, hence he felt drawn to the life of boat building. 

He served an apprenticeship as a shipwright at Cockatoo Docks & Engineering Co. Pty Ltd Cockatoo Island then extended his career 

opportunities to formal studies in Naval Architecture. He then worked for the Department of Defence, Garden Island in the Ships 

Drawing Office.  Conscripted into the Army in 1972 he served in RAEME Watercraft Workshops.  He later became a TAFE teacher 

then Head Teacher in the ship and boat building trade.  Since 2007, he has been working as a part time teacher at TAFE Maritime Studies teaching 

Coxwains and Masters. 

Along the way Alan has also obtained other qualifications: Coxwain, Master V, MED 3 Yacht Master and is currently for Master IV 

Alan is a volunteer at Sydney Heritage Fleet, Master for the MB Protex and many of the other Fleet vessels and Project Manager for the restoration of the 

speed boat Kookaburra. 

The Mid North Coast Maritime Museum is very pleased to secure Alan as their new Patron.  WBA members will recall that the Museum was nominated for 

the 2013 Hal Harpur Award by Phillip Turvey for their restoration of Flagstaff Signal Station, (flagstaff, flag locker and fence) at South West Rocks. 


